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Abstract— In this paper, we develop a contextual voice activity detec-
tion (VAD) scheme which combines both contextual and frame specific
information to improve detection. Unlike many VAD algorithms which
assume that the cues to activity lie within the frame alone, our scheme
seeks information for activity in the current as well as the neighboring
frames. The new approach provides good robustness in low SNR when
the speech frame is corrupted and an alternate reliable source of
activity information is necessary. Further, we present a simple noise
suppression scheme to enhance the VAD performance at low SNR.
The noise suppressor provides spectrally reshaped signal to the VAD.
Finally, we combine the contextual VAD and the noise suppression
scheme with a basic detector to form a comprehensive VAD. The
proposed comprehensive VAD system is tested on speech samples from
the SWITCHBOARD database. Various noises under different SNRs are
added to the speech signals. Experimental results show that the proposed
VAD outperforms the standard algorithm ETSI AMR VAD-1.

I. INTRODUCTION

Voice activity detector (VAD) is an important part of modern
telecommunication, speech recognition, compression and coding sys-
tems. Mobile telephony uses VAD to reduce bandwidth consumption
[4]. VAD also provides benefits such as power savings for mobile de-
vices [2] and co-channel interference reduction in mobile telephony.

VAD solutions search for features that can distinguish speech pat-
terns from pause/noise. Commonly used properties include short-term
energy, zero crossing rate [7] and cepstral coefficients. However, such
heuristic schemes give inconsistent results for different SNRs and
various noises [9]. Alternatively, statistically modeled VAD systems
are more tractable. Therefore, our comprehensive VAD scheme uses
a statistical VAD based on the Ephraim and Malah model [3].

In practice, the spectral energy distributions of speech and noise are
often different. This fact is exploited by some VAD algorithms such
as the VAD scheme proposed by Marzinzik and Kollmeier [8] which
computes high and low frequency spectral energy levels in noisy
speech. It assumes that if colored noise selectively corrupts either the
low or high frequency spectra of speech, then the other may be used
for detection. However, noise with dominant spectral components in
the high and low frequencies may pose problems for this algorithm.
Hence, we propose a scheme which identifies corrupted segments in
noisy speech spectra. Subsequently, the scheme reshapes the noisy
speech spectra to enhance the signal and aid detection.

Duration is an important prosodic cue to pause perception [1].
Davis and Nordholm [9] implemented a hang over scheme which
heuristically processes speech pause durational information to make
decisions. An alternate choice for durational modeling is the Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) [8]. However, HMM assumes that speech
durations are exponentially distributed which results in a poor model
[1][7]. Therefore, we propose a contextual detection scheme which
processes speech pause duration more accurately to give reliable
information for activity detection. Hence, our comprehensive VAD
system combines three independent stages in tandem - prior noise
decomposer, basic activity detector and posterior contextual detector.

II. NOISE SUPPRESSION

The masking phenomenon of hearing causes perception of a sound
to be obscured in presence of another. This masking effect can be
explained by the critical band (CB) phenomenon in which, among two
competing sounds in a critical band filter, the one with greater energy
dominates perception. As practical noises are colored, the speech
spectrum is corrupted frequency selectively. The spectral region (or
band filters) in noisy speech forms the corrupted spectral segments
(CSS) where noise is dominant and the preserved spectral segments
(PSS) where speech is dominant.

Speech contains multiple redundant cues to activity spread out
across its spectrum. For instance, low frequencies carry the manner
of articulation information while mid to high frequencies identify
the place of articulation [1]. Hence in general both the CSS and
PSS contain activity cues. The CB and masking phenomenon suggest
that audition in falling SNR must rely increasingly more upon PSS
than CSS. Improved detection is possible if the detector weighs PSS
information more than CSS. This motivates the design of a scheme
which identifies the CSS and PSS. A simple prediction filter scheme

Fig. 1. Noisy Speech Enhancement Scheme

to accomplish this task is shown in Figure 1 where H(z) estimates
background noise in the noisy speech signal. Noise is modeled as
an autoregressive (AR) process. The filter is trained during an initial
silence of 125 ms [4] and pause periods to handle non stationarity.
A recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm is used to obtain fast
convergence. In the decision directed mode, the input to the filter
is noise alone or noisy speech. The corresponding output of the
predictor is the estimated noise or the mixture of noise and filtered
speech. The predictor characterized by (1 − H(z)) filter retains
the PSS and attenuates the CSS as a collateral effect. The scheme
reshapes the noisy speech spectra to allow more reliable information
(PSS) to pass and alienates misguiding noise (CSS) from the detector.

III. THE DETECTOR

A VAD scheme breaks the input signal into contiguous frames and
classifies them as active or inactive. Conventionally, VAD algorithms
search for activity cues within the frame in question itself - primary
cue. However, many speech properties, such as acoustic similarity
of fricatives to noise, present ambiguity. Naturally, VAD algorithms
would fail in such a case.



In an utterance, noise and speech periods occur intermittently. The
average duration of speech burst is 300 ms and that of pause 157 ms,
in conversational speech [6]. Hence, there exists a high correlation
between activity or inactivity of successive frames. Hence, the
decision history of any frame provides useful contextual information
that can estimate the activity of that frame - secondary cue. Hence, we
suggest that the VAD scheme add a contextual detection layer over
a primary detection layer. The primary detection layer processes the
primary cue and provides the decision history. The contextual layer
analyzes decision history and combines it with the primary cue to
make the final decision.

Now, the binary hypothesis VAD problem is stated as:

H0, H1 : Observations {D} and {F} (1)

where H0 and H1 are the hypotheses which mean the speech activity
is absent and present, respectively, D is the decision history and F
the frame specific information.

A. Primary Detector

The primary detector is developed on the Ephraim and Malah
model [3] which assumes that Fourier transform coefficients of noise
and speech are statistically independent Gaussian random variables.
The above model is modified to accommodate the CB phenomenon.
Mel-Frequency filter banks [1] are used to simulate the CB filtering.
The filtered coefficients represent the Mel-Frequency spectral coeffi-
cients (MFSC). Extending the model, it is maintained that the MFSC
are statistically independent Gaussian random variables.

H0 : F = N (2)

H1 : F = S + N (3)

where N and S correspond to the MFSC of noise and that of speech,
respectively. A likelihood ratio test (LRT) can be obtained using the
definition of the likelihood function and the Gaussian probability
density function, as given by:
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where η is the Bayesian threshold, Kf and Kn are the diagonal
covariance matrix of observation F and that of noise N, and det is
the determinant operator. The LHS in (4) represents the sufficient
statistics denoted as l. Now, we define parameter d as:
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where E[.] is the expectation and V ar[.] the variance. Parameter d
characterizes the performance of the LRT completely which can be
computed as:
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where ζi and γi are the ith prior and posterior SNRs, as defined by
Ephraim and Malah [3].

A Bayesian test is not tractable as prior information as well as
costs are difficult to obtain. Hence, we develop an Neyman Pearson
LRT by using the definition of the probability of false alarm, Pf ,
which can be expressed as:
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where erf−1(.) is the inverse of the standard error function. In
(7), Pf is the tunable parameter of the LRT. The noise covariance

and observation covariance matrices are updated as per the convex
combination during noise and noisy speech periods, respectively.
Gazor and Zhang [5] suggest that the values of the time constants be
set to 10ms and 0.5s respectively, for the update equations.

B. Contextual Detector

The Contextual detector estimates the activity of a frame via the
information present in its neighbors, i.e., the past frames. Periods
of activity and inactivity in speech signals follow certain statistical
constraints. Therefore, duration of activity/inactivity can be modeled
stochastically. The dynamic nature of speech suggests that a frame’s
activity be influenced by a short finite past.

To use contextual information, a buffer BD of m immediate past
decisions (with respect to the current frame) is formed,

BD = {D1, D2, ..., Dm} (8)

where D1 is the decision preceding the current frame’s decision D0,
and Dm is the oldest decision. The binary decisions in BD are taken
as per the LRT defined in (7). In our simulation study, we have used
a buffer length which corresponds to 300ms of speech data.

We define a ’same state period’ (SSP) as a group of successive
similar decisions (the state is either speech or pause). Each SSP
represents a duration of speech or pause. Now, a buffer of SSPs
can be formed from BD as:

BS = {S1, S2, ..., Sn}, (n ≤ m) (9)

where Si is the ith SSP.
Every SSP is characterized by duration, relative time position with

respect to the current frame and its state of activity. Duration of a
SSP is the number of frames which are a part of it. Time position of a
SSP is the minimum time distance between the SSP and the current
frame measured in ’number of frames’. The decision D0 may be
treated as a special SSP of unit duration and zero time distance. We
now define three sets of duration T , position X and activity A as:

T = {t : 1 ≤ t ≤ m} (10)

X = {x : 0 ≤ x ≤ m} (11)

A = {a : a = active or inactive} (12)

Then, we can obtain a convenient representation for the SSP:

Si ≡ (t, x, a)i (13)

where t ∈ T , x ∈ X and a ∈ A.
We also define a contextual observation space as the set of all

possible SSPs which can be expressed as a cartesian product of sets
T , X and A. Suppose this observation space defines a probability
space OD . Then each SSP, Si, is an event in OD . Now, consider the
likelihood of jointly observing decision D0 and BS in OD ,

Λ(D0, BS) = Λ(D) =
p((D0, BS)|H1)

p((D0, BS)|H0)
(14)

The second equation in (14) can be rewritten using conditional
probabilities as:

Λ(D) =
p(D0|(BS , H1))p(BS , H1)

p(D0|(BS , H0))p(BS , H0)
× p(H0)

p(H1)
(15)

In order to simplify (15), we define sets BAS and BIS , which
form a partition over BS , and contain the speech and pause SSPs,
respectively, i.e.,

BAS = {(t, x, a)i : (t, x, a)i ∈ BS and a = active} (16)

BIS = {(t, x, a)i : (t, x, a)i ∈ BS and a = inactive} (17)



Fig. 2. Illustrating Spectral Reshaping in Noise Suppression

Now, we assume that the activity of the current frame, given the
hypothesis H1, is determined only by speech SSPs. Similarly, activity
of the current frame, given the hypothesis H0, is determined only by
pause SSPs. Further, since the term p(H0)

p(H1)
is a constant, it can be

omitted from the likelihood. Hence, the contextual likelihood can be
rewritten as:

Λ(D) =
p(D0|BAS)p(BAS)

p(D0|BIS)p(BIS)
=

∑
p
fP (xp)fAD(tp)∑

l
fP (xl)fID(tl)

(18)

where fAD(t) and fID(t) are the probability density function (pdf)
of the steady state speech and that of the pause duration, respectively,
both depending upon SPP duration alone, fP (x) represents the pdf
of the positional influence of a SSP (due to its time distance from
the current frame) on the current frame that depends upon the
SSP position alone. The second part in (18) holds since BAS and
BIS are unions of ordered triplets Si which are mutually exclusive
events in OD . The likelihood favors the hypothesis which has more
probabilistic and time relevant observations of SSPs.

Chien and Huang [7] have reported that the Gamma distribution
obtains the best recognition performance in parametric duration
modeling for speech recognition. Hence, fAD(t) is assumed to be

Gamma distributed and can be written as:

fAD(N ; αA, βA) =
N−αA exp−( N

βA
)
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where NF is a normalizing factor introduced due to N ∈ T .
Speech durations have bounds due to the biological constraints

on the speech production process. While pause perception requires
a minimum duration of 70 ms [1], it has no logical upper bound.
However, a duration within a finite buffer has an implicit upper bound
equal to the size of the buffer. It is reasonable to assume that pause
durations are uniformly distributed in the buffer, i.e.,

fID(N ; pd) =

{
0 if N < pd

1
m−pd

if N ≥ pd

where pd corresponds to the minimum perceptual duration of a pause
and m is the size of the buffer.

Intuitively, the speech or pause durations closest to the current
frame in time must have the largest impact on the decision. Hence,
it is assumed that the positional influence of SSPs on the state of the
current frame is exponentially distributed,

fP (i; βP ) = exp(− i

βP
)× 1

Kf
(20)

where Kf is a normalizing factor introduced due to i ∈ X . The ob-
servations {D} and {F} are assumed independent for mathematical



TABLE I
COMPARISON OF VAD RESULTS FOR CAR NOISE

SNR (dB) -10 0 15 30
D S P D S P D S P D S P

Primary 1 76.81 59.87 99.46 94.76 91.36 99.31 99.44 100.00 98.71 99.56 100.00 99.00
Primary + Context 2 Female 93.46 89.95 98.18 98.87 99.68 97.82 98.30 100.00 96.10 98.82 100.00 97.29

AMR VAD1 3 93.73 90.23 98.32 92.20 87.13 98.85 87.73 78.71 99.56 87.12 77.63 99.56
Primary 1 84.15 65.30 98.62 92.88 84.87 99.04 93.96 87.51 98.82 94.26 87.48 99.46

Primary + Context 2 Male 90.61 82.61 96.77 96.23 95.19 97.06 96.70 96.43 96.94 96.76 96.43 97.04
AMR VAD1 3 81.96 58.97 99.33 80.66 55.51 99.66 79.02 51.69 99.66 78.72 50.98 99.66

1 Primary : Primary Detector with Noise Suppression - Reduced VAD Scheme
2 Context : Contextual Detector with Noise Suppression - Comprehensive VAD Scheme
3 AMR VAD1 : European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Adaptive Multi-Rate VAD - 1

simplicity. Hence the overall log likelihood of activity is a sum of
the individual log likelihoods. Now, the LRT which combines the
contextual and primary detections can be written as:

ln(Λ(D, F )) = ln(Λ(D)) + ln(Λ(F )) ≥
< ηc (21)

where ηc is the contextual threshold and is defined as:

ηc =

{
τ1 if current SSP is pause
τ2 if current SSP is speech

The values of τ1 and τ2 are determined experimentally in this study,
and their choices would affect the robustness of the VAD system.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The impact of the noise suppression on detection performance for
different SNRs is first examined. Figure 2 illustrates the detection
results with and without using the proposed noise suppression scheme
along with a true VAD when the F16 cockpit noise of 0 or 30 dB
is added to the speech samples. The attenuation of CSS in filtered
speech is evident for the 0 dB noise. However, PSS follows the
clean speech spectrum capturing all features. The de-emphasized CSS
in filtered speech increases reliability as PSS dominates during the
detection process. For the noise of 30 dB, the effect of attenuated
filtered spectra is less evident since the relatively clean CSS does not
cause misdetections. Hence, detection rates with or without using the
proposed scheme are comparable in this case.

The proposed comprehensive VAD scheme was tested using the
SWITCHBOARD speech database that provides transcribed files as
benchmarks. Both male and female speakers were used for testing.
The speech samples are from actual telephonic conversations and vary
from 50 to 60 s in duration. Car, F-16 cockpit, Babble and Tank noise
(from NOISEX database) were added to clean speech samples to
create SNRs of -10, 0, 15 and 30 dB. In this paper, only the car noise
results are compared to the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute(ETSI) Adaptive Multi-Rate(AMR) VAD1 in Table I. Finally,
to illustrate the effectiveness of the contextual scheme in detection,
we removed the contextual detector from the comprehensive VAD,
but retained the primary detector and noise suppressor to form a
reduced VAD scheme. The results for the reduced VAD are also
included in Table I.

The evaluation parameters used to judge the efficacy of the VAD
system are the overall, speech and pause detection percentages. In a
given speech sample, Overall Detection (D) is the percentage of the
total frames that were detected correctly as speech or pause. Speech
Detection (S) and Pause Detection (P) are the percentage of the total
speech and pause frames respectively, that were detected correctly.

Table 1 shows consistent increase in detection levels when context
is employed. Also, the improvements in S are more striking in low
SNR where the primary cue is significantly degraded. It is also

observed that context causes a nominal drop in pause detection.
The drop is attributed to an increase in false alarm at speech
pause transitions. However, the overall detection rates have improved
consistently. While the improvement is relative and always limited by
the primary detector, it is clearly seen that the our proposed scheme
outperforms the AMR VAD1.

V. CONCLUSION

A VAD system that incorporates the ideas of perceptual pre-
processing of noisy speech and detection of contextual information
has been developed. The CB phenomenon has been emulated via
noise suppression scheme and has been exploited to improve the
detection performance. We have also shown the advantage of using
contextual information for detection in low SNR and highlighted the
important role of speech-pause duration as the source of contextual
information. Our comprehensive VAD shows that the addition of the
contextual detection and noise suppression can enhance detection
significantly. As the noise suppression and contextual detection sub-
systems have been developed independently, they can be combined
with any basic detector in order to improve the overall efficacy of
the VAD system.
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